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Figure 1: Local Structure Plan
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1
INTRODUCTION

This report has been prepared on behalf of Pointview Investments Pty Ltd the owner of strata Lots 1 & 2 South Street, O’Connor, who 
seeks to develop the land in accordance with the proposed Local Structure Plan (LSP) (Figure 1).  The LSP also includes portion of 
Reserve No. 43440.

The land is zoned ‘Urban’ under the Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) and ‘Development Zone’ and ‘Open Space’ under the 
City of Fremantle’s Local Planning Scheme 4 (LPS 3). 

The	LSP	has	been	prepared	based	on	community	consultation,	and	a	review	of	relevant	town	planning,	traffic,	environmental,	
and urban design issues. The LSP proposes the creation of 43 residential lots including 26 Traditional Lots, 13 Laneway Lots, and 
4 Grouped Housing which can accommodate densities up to R60.  Residential densities of R30 up to R60 are proposed to cater 
for a diversity of housing types.  The design incorporates an interconnected road network which relates to the existing urban 
structure,	and	allows	for	the	retention	of	significant	vegetation	in	public	open	space	(POS)	and	road	reserve	locations.	The	design	
is highly conducive to pedestrian movement, providing direct links with adjacent areas and within existing and proposed POS 
areas.
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2
VISION STATEMENT AND OBJECTIVES 

Vision Statement: To Create a Vibrant and Sustainable Community

The Taylor’s College site provides an opportunity to create a new residential community that enhances and integrates with the 
existing community of O’Connor.  Formerly an educational facility which has reached the end of its useful life, the challenge is 
to create a development that takes advantage of the natural site attributes and provides for built form residential development 
reflecting	the	aspirations	of	the	community.

The proposed development provides for an interconnected road network and the creation of a new linear park with direct 
pedestrian links to the adjacent Plane Tree Grove estate.  The creation of the linear park involves a land swap with Reserve 43440 
vested in the City of Fremantle.  The linear park will provide a strong focus for the future development of the site and will form one 
of three parks as part of an integrated development with Plane Tree Grove estate.  The linear park proposes to retain an existing 
strand of marri trees and pine trees in an attractive landscaped amenity which can be enjoyed by future residents and the current 
residents of the Plane Tree Grove estate.  A pedestrian network will link the three park areas to encourage greater community 
interaction and promote a strong sense of place.

A mix of housing types will be encouraged for the future development of the site.  Housing will range from freestanding single 
and double storey residential dwellings overlooking the new linear park, to terrace style housing for the laneway lots and a mix of 
apartments and townhouses for the group housing sites.  The proposed housing styles will take advantage of the parkland aspect 
to maximise surveillance and provide a safer environment for the community.

Objectives: 
1. To create a sustainable urban environment.
2. To enhance the location by the retention of mature vegetation and contributing an innovative urban design.
3. To maximise existing pedestrian and cycle linkages.
4. To utilise the existing public transport infrastructure.
5. To work collaboratively with the local residents and government agencies to develop an inclusive design outcome.

Commercial Benefits

The proposed structure plan affords the opportunity for the provision of a more localised employment base to service the O’Connor 
Industrial area. By creating greater densities in and around the location, it is asserted that service industries on South Street will 
benefit	from	potential	greater	patronage	and	potential	future	employment	base	(human	resources).
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3
CONTEXT ANALYSIS

Figure 3: Local Context Plan

Figure 2: Location Plan

3.1 Location
The subject site lies approximately 13 km’s south west of the 
Perth City Centre and less than 5 km’s from the Fremantle City 
Centre. (Figure 2)

The subject site is bound by Bellamy Street to the north, and 
College Place to the south. South Street (south) and Ladner 
Street (west) are located within close proximity to the subject 
site. (Figure 3)

3.2 Tenure 
Strata Lots 1 & 2 South Street are owned by Pointview Investments 
Pty Ltd. Strata Lots 1 & 2 are leased to Study Group Australia Ltd 
which expires 28 February 2006.   

Reserve No. 43440 is owned by the Crown and vested in the City 
of Fremantle. 
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Figure 4: Aerial Photo
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CONTEXT ANALYSIS
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3.3 Land Use
A former education college (Taylor’s College) occupied strata Lots 1 & 2 South Street.  Taylor’s College relocated to the Claremont 
campus of the University of Western Australia in January 2006 and the site is currently vacant.  The College comprised of various 
education buildings totalling approximately 4,168m2, together with covered walkways, eight residential accommodation units, 
sports oval, and associated car parking. All improvements were recently demolished and removed from the site.  The combined 
area of the properties is 3.4258 hectares.  

At its peak of operation during the late 1980’s and early 1990’s the college facility had a staff of 90 and 425 students.  The decline in 
student	levels	due	to	the	location	of	the	college,	outdated	facilities	and	the	Asian	financial	crisis	of	the	late	1990’s	severely	affected	
current	operations	and	staffing	levels	as	well	as	the	future	growth	of	the	college.		Having	made	the	decision	to	relocate	to	the	UWA	
Claremont campus, the college investigated selling or leasing the site to another educational institution.  Limited interest was shown 
due to the site location and poor condition of the buildings.

Reserve No. 43440 (0.8892ha) was used by Taylors College for the purposes of a soccer pitch. The total area of the subject site is 
4.315ha. (Figure 4)

3.4 School
A primary school exists to the south (Samson Primary School) and approximately 75% of the proposed lots within the LSP are within 
800 metres of this primary school.

3.5 Commercial
Commercial centres exist within the wider locality. Neighbourhood centres exist within 800 metres in the locations of Kardinya and 
Samson, whilst commercial / retail facilities adjoining the site to the south are less than 400 metres away.

3.6 Community Facilities
Community facilities within 800 metres of the majority of lots proposed include, the Samson Recreation centre, Samson Primary 
School, and the Sir Frederick Samson Memorial Reserve.

3.7 Transport Network
A bus stop exists in College Place. There are also bus stops along South Street. These stops service routes which run to Fremantle 
(city), Perth (city), and Murdoch University. It is anticipated that these stops will be part of the bus feeder system which will service 
the future proposed Murdoch train station. The subject site is well integrated into the public transport bus system. The following 
routes service the locality: 142, 146, 510, & 940. Each service frequents the locality once an hour. In effect, it is estimated that 
passengers would wait a maximum of 15-30 minutes for a bus to Perth or Fremantle city centres.

3.8 Adjacent Land Uses
The following land uses adjoin the site:

East:   POS Reserve 43440, Plane Tree Grove residential estate.
South:   Commercial/retail including; Dawsons Garden World, South Street Medical & Specialist Complex, McDonalds, Red Rooster, 

Subway and Baskin Robbins.
North: Bellamy Street with light industrial to the north. 
West:	 Commercial/warehouse/vacant	land	comprising;	commercial	offices,	warehouse	storage	and	hardstand	parking.

These uses are considered compatible with the proposed development.  Masonry walls of brick, limestone or similar materials will 
be constructed to a proposed height of 2 metres at the interface boundaries with the commercial, retail and warehouse uses to 
minimise	potential	conflicts	associated	with	noise	or	visual	privacy.	(Figure	3)	

3
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3.9 Drainage

The drainage from the proposed development will be contained on-site.  As noted in the Drainage Management Plan and 
Earthworks Plan prepared by the project engineers (refer Appendices VII and VIII respectively), two drainage swales are provided 
within	public	open	space	areas.		One	swale	will	be	located	in	the	northern	portion	of	the	newly	created	POS	and	is	identified	as	
‘Bellamy’.		The	other	will	be	located	in	the	southern	area	of	the	newly	created	POS	and	is	identified	as	‘Crabtree’.

As detailed in the Drainage Management Plan (Appendix VII) these swales will have the capacity to hold a 1 in 100 year storm 
event.  Within each swale, soakwells or ‘Atlantis Cells’ will be constructed to ensure that water will not be contained within the 
basin area for minor storm events and any remnant silt or debris area will be contained below ground.   This approach enables 
the swales to be used for recreational purposes and to obtain a 50% credit for POS provision (refer Section 6.4 detailing surplus 
provision of POS for structure plan area).

3.10	Traffic

A	traffic	management	strategy	has	been	concluded	upon	and	forwarded	to	Main	Roads	Western	Australia	and	the	City	for	comment.	
The	strategy	provides	justification	for	the	proposed	road	layout	and	contextual	analysis	of	the	surrounding	traffic	network.

3.11 Aboriginal Heritage

The subject land is not subject to any Native Title claim. Nor is it subject to the provisions of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (WA). 
(Appendix IV)  

3
CONTEXT ANALYSIS
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4
SITE ANALYSIS

4.1 Surrounding Land Uses

The subject site is surrounded by the following land uses/areas:
•	 O’Connor Industrial Area to north and west (light industrial activities);
•	 Residential uses adjacent to the eastern boundary of the site;
•	 Commercial activities located along South Street and the abutting boundary; and 
•	 Local POS adjacent to the north east of the subject site.

Specific	abutting	land	uses	include	fast	food	outlets	McDonalds,	Red	Rooster	and	Subway;	Dawson’s	Garden	World,	and	the	South	
Street Medical & Specialist Complex comprising doctors, dentist, pharmacy, physiotherapist, optometrist and pathology clinic.  
To the east is the Plane Tree Grove estate which is zoned residential R15.  Ladner Street to the west of the Taylor’s College site 
comprises	strata	commercial	offices	with	warehouse	storage	(Lots	3,	4	&	5),	vacant	land	(Lot	6),	food	storage	(Lot	7),	freight	storage	
(Lot 8) and lecture theatres for Taylor’s College (Lot 9). 

4.2 Reserve No. 43440

The subject site contains Reserve No. 43440 which is Crown land and vested in the City of Fremantle. Part of the reserve contains 
large, mature pines that are remnant of the Sommerville Pine Plantation. Part of the reserve was used as a soccer pitch by Taylor’s 
College. 

Concurrent to this LSP, a request to divest part of the reserve (being the soccer pitch) has been lodged with the City and the 
Department for Planning and Infrastructure (DPI) for comment and will be subsequently lodged with the Department of Land 
Information (DLI). It is noted that the DLI have provided initial support to the divestment in correspondence (see Appendix II).
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5
STATUTORY & STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

Figure 5: Metropolitan Region Scheme

5.1 Metropolitan Region Scheme
The subject site is zoned ‘Urban’ under the MRS. It abuts ‘Industrial’ zoned land (O’Connor Industrial area) to the north east and to 
the south is a Primary Regional Roads reservation (South Street). (Figure 5)
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Figure 6: City of Fremantle Proposed TPS No. 4

5
STATUTORY & STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

5.2 City of Fremantle Local Planning Scheme 4
Under the LPS 4 the subject site is zoned ‘Development Area No. 8’ with Reserve 43440 being reserved ‘Open Space’.  The objective 
of the ‘Development Area No. 8’ zone is:

‘To provide for future residential, industrial, commercial or other uses in accordance with a comprehensive structure plan prepared 
under the Scheme.’ 

Under LPS 4 there are no development controls applicable to the redevelopment of the subject site within Development Area No. 
8. Subdivision and development of the site is subject to structure planning whereby development controls, land use and residential 
densities will be allocated.

Clause 6.2.6 of LPS 4 provides guidance as to criteria that the structure plan must address. It is noted that the structure plan 
addresses the prescribed criteria such as retaining natural features (mature vegetation), harnessing transportation corridors, public 
transport networks, and cycle and pedestrian networks. It is also noted that the proposed structure plan demonstrates how it 
integrates into the surrounding land uses via the contextual analysis in section 2 of the report and the rationale provided in section 
5 of the report.

	The	proposed	LSP	satisfies	the	structure	planning	requirements	of	LPS	4	for	the	‘Development	Area	No.	8’.		(Figure	6)
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5.3 Western Australian Planning Commission Policies
Development Control Policies
Public Open Space
Clause 3.1.1 of the WAPC Policy requires that in residential areas 10 percent of the gross subdivisable area be given up free of cost 
by the subdivider and vested in the Crown under the provisions of Section 20A of the Town Planning and Development Act, 1928 
(as amended). The Policy does not require that POS be ceded for commercial and industrial land.

The DPI advises that Reserve No. 43440 was ceded as part of an earlier subdivision of the Taylors College site (WAPC Ref: 86882). An 
over supply of POS exists within the existing locality. The entire street block, which incorporates both residential and commercial/
industrial uses, is 8.385ha and 1.123ha (13.4 percent) POS is provided. This is an oversupply of 3.4 percent (as prescribed under WAPC 
Policy No. DC 2.3(3.1.1)) - if viewed purely in residential terms. 

It is noted that the Commission has no general requirement for the provision of POS in industrial/commercial areas under Policy 
DC 4.1(3.6.1) Industrial Subdivision. However, the Clause 3.6.1 of Policy DC 4.1 does consider it necessary to ensure that adequate 
facilities are available for both passive and active recreation during workers’ leisure periods. The size of the POS is dependent on 
the size of the workforce area, the proximity of existing POS and the scale of the development proposed. 

The existing POS is accessible from the surrounding residential lots to the east and north via Crab Tree Mews and Tipuana Green, 
and from the south (which is the subject to education college) via College Place. 

In summary, there is a surplus of POS for the residential and commercial/industrial components of the subject locality, and there is 
an accessibility issue with regard to those commercial/industrial lots within the vicinity of the subject POS.

Guidelines for the Preparation of Local Structure Plans 1992
The WAPC’s structure plan guidelines have been adhered to. The format and content for this subject report has been based on 
the guidelines.

Guidelines for the Design and Geometric Layout of Residential Roads DC 2.6
WAPC	Policy	2.6	Appendix	1,	has	been	applied	in	the	classification	of	the	proposed	street	network	and	to	provide	guidance	on	
proposed road reserve widths.

WAPC Practice - Local Structure Plan Checklist
The Department for Planning and Infrastructure (DPI) use the tool of a LSP checklist. This has been incorporated into the self 
assessment of this subject LSP (refer Appendix 1). Issues which need addressing have been included in this report.

5
STATUTORY & STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
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6
LOCAL STRUCTURE PLAN

Example of how medium density residential can marry into POS with grade 
separation and open view fencing

Example of how pedestrian linkages will provide nexus between existing and 
proposed development

Example of rear laneway access

6.1 Location and Density of Housing Areas
The LSP affords a total of 43 lots of which 26 will be traditional lots 
at an R30 density and 13 laneway lots at a density of R40.  The 4 
Grouped Housing lots will be zoned to an R60 density.

The subject LSP provides for lots with the range of R30, R40, 
and R60. The higher R60 densities lots are to be located at the 
northern, south west, and eastern areas of the subject site. The 
laneway lots and grouped housing sites will require DAPs at 
the subdivision stage to demonstrate lot layouts, and servicing 
of the lots in view of matters such as rubbish collection.  The 
DAPs will also be utilised to ensure adequate surveillance of 
surrounding POS, maximise solar orientation, open space, and 
ensure that garages are located in a non obtrusive manner.  
The R40 laneway lots are centrally located and front directly 
onto two POS areas. The R30 (traditional lots) are proposed on 
the	surrounding	flanks	of	the	subject	land,	including	adjacent	to	
existing residential development. Solar orientation requirements 
are	 satisfied	via	 the	provision	of	 the	proposed	 lot	orientations	
which are predominantly orientated east/west and north/
south.

Rationale
The proposal is compatible with existing uses as the proposed 
R30 density lots and POS will abut existing R15 development, 
thereby affording a transition to the higher density R40 and R60 
development.

The laneway lots will have direct frontage and grade separation 
onto the POS, thereby providing surveillance of the subject 
parkland. At the subdivision stage, design guidelines will enable 
clearly demarcated public/private realms. The R60 Grouped 
Housing	lots,	capitalise	on	close	proximity	to	significant	bus	routes,	
surplus POS, local employment, and community facilities.

6.2 Road Layout
Access into and out of the LSP will be via a connection off Bellamy 
Street and a connection off South Street which corresponds with 
the existing access road into the education college. The south 
eastern POS area will also be accessible via Tipuana Green and 
Crab Tree Mews. A high degree of permeability is achieved by 
this arrangement. 

The internal subdivisional roads fall within the Access Place 
category of the WAPC Policy DC 2.6. The proposed road reserve 
widths of 12.0 (adjacent the POS) and 15m are consistent with 
Policy requirements. An access place is typically between 10.0m 
to 14.5m in accordance with the Western Australian Planning 
Commission Development Control Policy Guidelines: The Design 
and Geometric Layout of Residential Roads. Attachment V 
illustrates how 12m road reserves can accommodate services 
and carriageways.

The laneway is designed to discourage through movement. 
The features of the design such as single lane and pavement 
treatment, assist in achieving this. It is noted that a link is need 
through to the north with provision for vehicles to turn around 
(which is provided) so that rubbish collection trucks can collect 
within the locality.
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Figure 7: Orthophoto

6
LOCAL STRUCTURE PLAN
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6.1 Location and Density of Housing Areas
The LSP affords a total of 43 lots of which 26 will be traditional lots at an R30 density and 13 laneway lots at a density of R40.  The 4 
Grouped Housing lots will be zoned to an R60 density.

The subject LSP provides for lots with the range of R30, R40, and R60. The higher R60 densities lots are to be located at the northern, 
south west, and eastern areas of the subject site. The laneway lots and grouped housing sites will require DAPs at the subdivision 
stage to demonstrate lot layouts, and servicing of the lots in view of matters such as rubbish collection.  The DAPs will also be utilised 
to ensure adequate surveillance of surrounding POS, maximise solar orientation, open space, and ensure that garages are located 
in a non obtrusive manner.  The R40 laneway lots are centrally located and front directly onto two POS areas. The R30 (traditional 
lots)	are	proposed	on	 the	 surrounding	 flanks	of	 the	 subject	 land,	 including	adjacent	 to	existing	 residential	development.	 Solar	
orientation	requirements	are	satisfied	via	the	provision	of	the	proposed	lot	orientations	which	are	predominantly	orientated	east/
west and north/south.

Rationale
The proposal is compatible with existing uses as the proposed R30 density lots and POS will abut existing R15 development, thereby 
affording a transition to the higher density R40 and R60 development.

The laneway lots will have direct frontage and grade separation onto the POS, thereby providing surveillance of the subject 
parkland. At the subdivision stage, design guidelines will enable clearly demarcated public/private realms. The R60 Grouped 
Housing	lots,	capitalise	on	close	proximity	to	significant	bus	routes,	surplus	POS,	local	employment,	and	community	facilities.

6.2 Road Layout
Access into and out of the LSP will be via a connection off Bellamy Street and a connection off South Street which corresponds 
with the existing access road into the education college. The south eastern POS area will also be accessible via Tipuana Green and 
Crab Tree Mews. A high degree of permeability is achieved by this arrangement. 

The internal subdivisional roads fall within the Access Place category of the WAPC Policy DC 2.6. The proposed road reserve widths 
of 12.0 (adjacent the POS) and 15m are consistent with Policy requirements. An access place is typically between 10.0m to 14.5m in 
accordance with the Western Australian Planning Commission Development Control Policy Guidelines: The Design and Geometric 
Layout of Residential Roads. Attachment V illustrates how 12m road reserves can accommodate services and carriageways.

The laneway is designed to discourage through movement. The features of the design such as single lane and pavement treatment, 
assist in achieving this. It is noted that a link is need through to the north with provision for vehicles to turn around (which is provided) 
so that rubbish collection trucks can collect within the locality.

6.3 Pedestrian/Cycle Network
The proposed LSP improves pedestrian and cycle access within the locality. Direct pedestrian and cycle links will be available to 
the POS areas from the industrial area to the north and nearby residents. (Figure 7)

6
LOCAL STRUCTURE PLAN
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6.4 POS Provision
The proposed LSP enables an overall provision of 15.8 percent POS, for the street block bound by Bellamy Street, South Street, Ladner 
Street, and Tipuana Green.  Excluding the existing reserve to the north east, the LSP provides 13.1 percent POS (see Table 1).

The total subdivisible area is 4.315ha. The subdivision proposes 1.0947ha of POS. This equates to 25.4% POS provided for the land 
to be subdivided. The total area for the wider residential location equates to 8.385ha �� therefore with the inclusion of the POSThe total area for the wider residential location equates to 8.385ha �� therefore with the inclusion of the POS 
bordered by Cottonweed Place and Crab Tree Mews, 15.8% POS is provided for the wider residential locality.

One	outcome	of	the	community	consultation	is	that	the	LSP	POS	configuration	is	a	preferred	option	to	the	current	POS	configuration.	
The community had a bias to retain mature trees in the locality, as the soccer pitch is void of mature trees, the local community 
concluded that a land swap was preferable whereby laneway lots would be created on the existing soccer pitch and a reserve 
could be created to the north where mature tuarts exist (see Figure 7).

6.5 Vegetation Survey

As part of the LSP advertising process a vegetation survey was undertaken to accurately identify vegetation within the proposed 
linear	park.	 	 Pine	 trees	were	 identified	 in	 the	 survey	as	being	worthy	of	 retention;	 these	have	been	 included	 in	 the	proposed	
public	open	space.		A	contour	survey	will	determine	finished	development	levels	so	that	the	marri	and	pine	trees	are	successfully	
integrated into the development and their long term survival is viable.  The contour survey will be undertaken as part of the 
subdivision approval process and incorporated with a landscape design to be submitted to Council for approval.

6
LOCAL STRUCTURE PLAN
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Table 1: Public Open Space Schedule

6
LOCAL STRUCTURE PLAN
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7
COMMUNITY CONSULTATION AND EXPECTATION

(left) Kim Lawrance (Project Manager) active in consultation process Taylor’s College Open Day (8 October 2005)

As part of the process of planning for the redevelopment of the Taylor’s College site, an Open Day was held (8th October 2005) 
to give local residents and business operators an opportunity to view the options and comment on issues that were important to 
them. (See Appendix III)

The	key	component	that	was	placed	before	the	community	was	the	potential	for	a	land	swap	to	change	the	configuration	of	the	
POS. 

An item on what should occur arose with respect to the community consultation. It was concluded that as many trees as possible 
should be retained. This has been achieved with the proposed LSP. 

Regarding the preferred public open space model, the public preferred the option that retains the largest number of trees �� hence, 
they prefer the land swap concept which is what this LSP proposes. Notably, twice as many people preferred this option to the plan 
that kept the status quo. 

Based	on	the	information	obtained	from	the	community	consultation,	and	amendments	requested	by	the	City’s	planning	officers,	
the subject plan lodged to be considered as the LSP has been concluded upon. 

The	proposed	LSP	has	been	prepared	with	the	benefit	of	community	consultation.	The	LSP	design,	retention	of	mature	trees,	and	
proposed street arrangements are consistent with community expectations.

The LSP design achieves integration with the surrounding residential lots and industrial area. Pedestrian access to parkland from the 
industrial	area	is	significantly	improved	under	the	proposed	design.

The range of lot sizes proposed promotes a range of housing types for different demographics. The LSP provides a sound basis for 
the future subdivision of the land.
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8
CONCLUSION

The	proposed	LSP	has	been	prepared	with	the	benefit	of	community	consultation.	The	LSP	design,	retention	of	mature	trees,	and	
proposed street arrangements are consistent with community expectation.

The LSP design achieves integration with the surrounding residential lots and industrial area. Pedestrian access to parkland from the 
industrial	area	is	significantly	improved	under	the	proposed	design.

The range of lot sizes proposed promotes a range of housing types for different demographics. The LSP provides a sound basis for 
the future subdivision of the land.
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